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INTRODUCTION

The pact few years have seen an interest in Raku pottery develop

and grow in this country. This is due, in large measure, to the efforts of

several leading potters such as Kenneth Ferguson, Angelo Garzio, Paul Soldner,

and Hal Rieggcr, who, through their studio work, publications, demonstrations

and workshops, have exerted a considerable influence on many potters, students,

and lay people. The recent interest in Raku is probably also related to the

inclusion of that kind of pottery in some of the major crafts exhibitions held

of late in this country. The I966 Decorative Arts and Ceramic Exhibition at

Wichita, Kansas accepted twelve Raku articles, and the Syracuse Ceramic National,

I967, displayed fourteen Raku pieces. Articles dealing with the technical and

philosophical aspects of the medium have appeared with some frequency in the fore-

most crafts publications. The influential nature of these factors, coupled with

the ease, excitement, and quickness of the medium is almost certain to appeal to

a larger circle of professional and part time potters, some of whom will undoubt-

edly seek information regarding proper kilns and firing procedures.

Raku ware was first produced in Japan in the sixteenth century for

use in a ceremony of tea which symbolized a way of life when the tea and pottery

were considered by the Zen-Buddhists to be helpful in achieving ultimate enlighten-

ment through contemplation and introspection carried out in surroundings attuned

xo nature. The character of the ceremony, as well as the taste of the tea

master, required that the ritual pottery possess certain fundamental character-

istics: one of them being the freely formed, subtly asymetrical, and totally

unobtrusive form of the tea bowl. The aesthetic also demanded the same spontane-

ity in the glazes and firing.

It was the potential of Raku for quick, free expression that initially



.od above to the medium. . variations esd

., oi' technique and approach, there are several factors common

nost. The clay must oe of a coarse, open nature in order for the finis]

lie rigors of the kiln. Porosity is achieved oy

red clay) in amounts up to one-third to a plastic clay such as

eclay or stoneware. This mixture retains the essential plasticity of clay

possessing coarseness and sorosity necessary for the firing. (Plate I,

. l). After the pots have been formed and dried, they are given a pi - Lnary

to harden the clay. After glaze has been applied, they -re placed with

;s in the incandescent chamber of a kiln and left until approximately 1 DP.

is . . ^. '.'.'r.cr. the glaze is seen to be fully melted, the pot is withdrawn

I, Pig. 2), placed in a container of combustible material (Plate II,

-. l) where it is enveloped '-jj the dense smoke (Plate II, Pig. 2) which pro-

reduction o. me labile oxides in the glaze which, in turn, enric.

glaze color. After a snori eeriod of emoting, the piece is s

(Plate II] ) where the thermal shock tends to promote the crackle pattern zeen

on -. ... . pot in F EV.

le th idy v.-as undertaken primarily for the purpose c. . fy—

ing of the characteristics of small, gas-fired kilns o: such siz

ible in the Haku process, t:.e writ< ...^z, .. i

Zen- Jhism contributed ~^ :.^vily to the origin and evolution c: a

..o^r ;. . Les COUld . :.clpful to
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EXPLANATION OP PLATE I

Figure 1. Coarse, grogged clay is required for the making of
Raku ware. While grainy and open, the clay is plastic
and lends itself to the freely done forms often assoc-
iated with the Haku process.

Figure 2. During the firing, the condition of the glaze can be

observed through a small observation port provided in

a wall of the kiln. When the glaze is seen to be

thoroughly melted, the pot is removed with iron tongs.



PLATE I

Figure 1

.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE II

Figure 1. The pot is taken from the kiln with the glaze still molten
and quickly placed in a container of sawdust.

Figure 2. Coming directly from the kiln, the pot is hot enough to

ignite the sawdust. During the period of intense smoking
following ignition of the sawdust, the chemistry between
carbon in the smoke and oxygen in the glaze occurs. The
combination of carbon and oxygen leaves the metallic oxides
of the glaze in an altered form and has the effect of enrich-

ing the colors.



PLATE II

Figure 1

- 2



EXPLANATION OE PLATE III

Figure 1. When the pot is taken from the sawdust it is in a blackened
condition due to the concentration of carbon surrounding
it during the burning. At this point, carbon and oxygen are
still combining.

Figure 2. In order to terminate the chemistry between carbon and oxygen,
and to render the color permanent, the pot is plunged into
water. The rapid cooling sometimes has the additional effect
of causing the glaze to develop an interesting network of
cracks known as crazing.



PLATE III

Figure 1

e 2



EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV

The finished pot as it appears after the excess carbon has been
scrubbed away. The crazed pattern was emphasized ^oy a second
smoking which allowed carbon to enter and darken the cracks.
The crazing is only through the glaze and the clay itself is

not affected by the cracking.



PLATE IV
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The primary concern of the thesis wac email, gas-fired kiln design,

•iteria which wore established before the research commenced were tailored

to . -ticular demands of Raku firing and were used as standards by which the

kiln.; were judged. The four test kilns were evaluated on the bases of the tem-

perature achieved after ninety minutes of firing, the average temperature gain

per five minute period, and the average temperature lost per kiln opening. The

kilns were also compared in terms of their abilities to recover glaze melting

temperature after each opening.

Inasmuch as temperature and general performance exceeded Raku require-

ments, it seems reasonable to assume that the kilns, particularly the two having

larger volumes, could be serviceable in firing other kinds of pottery. If the

proper bricks were used, and if the designs were modified slightly, the writer

feels certain that the kilns could be utilized for salt-glazing pottery, thus

expanding their utility to the studio potter.

In assessing the problem, attention is drawn to the summation of

daxa as given in Table 2 in the Summary of the Firings. Based upon the per-

formance factors listed there, and upon the way in which the kilns have functioned

during many firings held subsequent to the conclusion of the research, an asser-

tion that the problem was successfully concluded seems justified.



HISTORY OP TEA, Y^-IA, UCU

"Pots, like all ot >rms of art, arc human expression! : ire,

.:, or . .'erencc before them depends upon their natures, and their natux

,. v. inevitably projections of the minds of their creator:;." Historically,

Jcu pottery is oo inextricably bound up with "the minds of their creator.."

that any attempt to survey the history of this delightful v;ay of producing

pottery must include some understanding of the social and intellectual forces

acting on the minds of the Raku potters, because a great deal of what v;as in

the "minds of their creators" manifested itself in a ceremony using tea, this

survey must also include an account of the evolution of tea as a beverage.

The tea plant is said to be native to southern China and known from

2
"very early times to Chinese ootany and medicine." It was not only sought afte:

for the medicinal benefits it was thought to provide, but also for its supposed

mystical qualities of "delighting the soul, strengthening the will. . ." At

first, because it was rare and expensive, tea was a beverage available to only

the aristocracy. Rulers, on occasion, gave it as a reward to court officials

for outstanding service. By ^00 A.D., tea was in favor as a beverage in the

.alley of central China. "Yet the method of drinking tea as this

imitive in the extreme. The leaves were steamed, crushed in a

mortar, made into a cake, and boiled together with rice, ginger, salt, orange

al, spi .., and sometimes onions!"

.. _ 'r. Hop , 1949, p. 13.

.0 Okakuro,
, 1 64i P» H>

. . -.

4
r. . . .11.



G arrival of the T'ang Period (6I8-9O6) in China brought "one of

the gr« riods of vjorld art." With it came the first devotee of tea; one Lu

Wu, a poet. He lived in the eighth century when Buddhism, Taoism, and Confucian-

ism were seeking mutual synthesis. In his work C h ' a Ching (The Holy Scripture

of Tea) the "Code of Tea" was set forth. Ch'a Chinp- consists of three volumes

is a treatise of all the aspects of tea, from the nature of the plant th

preparation and serving of the liquid. Lu Wu was, as a result of C h ' -. C :. \ c.
•

,

recognized by the Emperor T'ai Tsung (763-779) > thus assuring him a fame which

attracted many followers, and which was sufficiently strong to establish the tea

ceremony as a quasi-religious rite, although it remained for Japan, some 800

years later xo raise the ceremony to its highest level of expression.

Lu Wu's Ch'a Ching , which established standards for the equipment and

vessels required for tea storage, preparation, and service, had an immediate

influence on Chinese ceramics. As the "Code of Tea" gained disciples, there was

an accompanying demand for pottery to prepare and serve tea according xo the code,

Lu Wu preferred a blue glazed porcelain bowl made in southern China because the

blue strengthened the greenish cast of the tea.

As the T'ang period gave way xo the Sung era (96O—1280), there was

a shift in preference from cake-tea to powdered tea. The tea leaves were dried,

then ground in a small stone mortar and pestle. When prepared for serving,

the powder was whipped in hot water with a specially made bamboo brush; then,

Okakura says, served to guests in heavy, dark brown or blue black bowls.

Writing in The Book of ottery and Porcelain , Warren Cox describes the various

types of porcelain and stoneware tea bowls produced by the Sung potters. Many

^Warren E. Cox, The Jiook of Pottery and Porcelain , i960, p. 104.

Okakura, op. cit . pp. 12,13*
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of them hi '- colored glazec mentioned oy Okakura. The i

tea cult in terms of pottery production, in quality as well a~ q by,

is quite apparent as Cox describee and illustrates tea vessels from many of

the se provinces. The Sung potters achieved a high level ceramics

ite the fact that . . . "during this tine there was internal conflict,

'igue, and constant threats from the North which finally ended in conque

Li -."^

The conquest of Sung China was accomplished oy the Mongol Yuan

.erors in 12&0. Okakura states that the Mongols . . . "destroyed all the

fruits of the Sung culture ," and although the Yuan era endured less than a

century (1280—1368), it was, according to Okakura, long enough to destroy many

9
of the refined "manners and customs" of tea practiced in Sung times. V.'hon

Chinese nationalism re-emerged under the Ming Dynasty, the dried tea leaves

were prepares oy steeping them in hot water and the beverage was served in li

white-glazed porcelain bowls. Ipor the King Chinese, drinking tea - ore

a ritual than a ceremony with the deep meaning of former T'ang and Sung times.

Okakura says that "To the latter-day Chinese, tea is a delicious beverage, but

not an ideal."

e bhe importance of ceremonial tea was waning in China, it was

growing ever stronger in Japan. Tea was known in Japan as early as 729 -• • •

probably introduced in leaf form oy ambassadors returning from the T'ang

5 tea was pr^ erved in much the same way as in T'ang China. Cox

Co op . c i t . , p. 130.

Id.
,

p. 420.

9
0. , < . ( Jt. , p.

10., . ,
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say othing of importance go far as pottery is concerned occurred during

in Japan. Hazel Gorham writes in Japanese and Qrienta . Potto r-j that

all the time that the tea ceremony was practiced . . . "howls from widely

ferent sources have given pleasure to many." Given this dearth of locally

produced pottery suitable for tea drinking, and the predilection for using "bowl:.

from widely different sources," one concludes that no great significance was

attached to a particular pottery type for use in the tea ceremony. Sung tea

reached Japan in 1191 in seed form; was widely planted, thus assuring an ample

supply to meet the increasing demands for the leaves as the tea ceremony came

to be more and more a part of her culture. Tea, at this time in Japan was

dispensed in the Sung manner; that is, it was prepared as a powder and combined

with hot water by beating the mixture with a bamboo whisk. Unlike the casual

attitude toward the tea ceremony vessels which seems to have prevailed during

the earlier cake-tea period, the tea masters of the powdered variety had def-

inite qualifications for the tea bowls. Gorham states that the dark, Temmoku

glazed bowls of China were "priceless" to the Japanese teaists. She further

states that a white Korean ware called Hakuji was also "admired by many." By

the fifteenth century, the tea ceremony was well established in Japan. During

the seventeenth century, the Ming variety of steeped tea was introduced and

largely replaced the earlier powdered variety except for certain occasions;

though the laxter continued to be the standard of excellence.

The tea ceremony has continued as a strong cultural force in Japan

through the centuries. The influence which cha no yu, as the ceremony of tea

had come to be called, on Japanese ceramics was considerable; culminating in the

Hazel Gorham, Japanese and Oriental Pottery , p. 33.



sixi.ec. seventeenth centuries with a now approach to pottery :.-

product of this new approach was given the name Raxu i— ^. was fostered by ..

Bud - ideals.

In terms of influence on the tea ceremony and on Raku pottery, Zen

played a vital role. However, bci'orc Zen began to emerge as a sign

cant cultural force during the Tang period, there had been a long struggle with

Fucianism, Taoism and Buddhism for supremacy.

Confucius, Lao Tse, and Gotoma, founders of Confucianism, Taoism

ana ..ism were all born within a fifty-year period circa 600 B.C. The tr.ree

cults developed concurrently; the former two within the Chinese state, the lattei

in what _s now India, later spreading to China, where, as Swann says, it achieved

12
. . . "victory over Confucianism" in post Han times.

Confucius was born in 551 B.C. in northern China in the province of

Lu, into a family of humble means. Perhaps because of his low birth he acquired

a life-long sympathy for the common people who suffered much under the oppres-

sive measures of the feudal lords who held sway during the chaotic period f
-

breakup of the Chou dynasty. As he observed the excesses and abuses of

rulers, he concluded that:

. . . goven aid be administered for the b. .. .e whole pec.

tied the conclusion (which i;aa uc^a fundamental to Con. .

formula, how< , coul,. ;ee

this. Thii al, he believed, could only be re

re continuously administered oy men est personal i:. . Lty,

tr at service and so devoted to t

Lfare - hey would die, . , rather

Cor.. Bition from whioh his vi- . . be pr

't in d . .
'

.

of ______ __, I
, ,

ie Cre< -, I .

•

. e :

•

__, p. 29<



01" the consequences of Confucius' life, Crcol says: "...

Pew have influenced history more profoundly .... If we look 1

secret of his appeal, it seems probable that it lies in his insistence upon

14
of numan values.

"

. ber the death of Confucius, his disciples promulgated hie teach-

.- so effectively that in the second century B.C. Confucianism was made the

be cult in preference to Taoism (which had grown concurrently with Confucian-

because the latter was generally regarded to be too quictistic and negative.

Acceptance of Confucianism as the "state cult" had, according to Swann's inter-

pretation of The events, far reaching and long lasting effects upon the arts

15
of the Kan dynasty. The Confucian concept that only the most enlightened men

should rule led to the practice of submitting all prospective civil servants to

a rigorous examination including a broad area of the arts. Swann feels that this

practice led Han art to the relatively high levels which it reached during the

four hundred years that the dynasty endured.

The teachings of Confucius offered no definite concept of life after

death to the Chinese people. On the other hand, the form of Buddhism which

reached China included a promise of existence beyond death. Perhaps this is the

feature of the alien religion that, attractive as it must have been to the

Chinese struggling under the oppression of their conquerors from the north,

enabled it to eventually supplant the indigenous doctrine of Confucius.

'writing of the life of Buddha, whose family name was Gotama (some-

times Guatama), Richard Gard says: "His dates are still problematical . . .

most Western scholars date the Buddha variously ca. 566-486 (the preferable

14 •

,
* P« 42-

1

^Swann, __. cit., p. 36.



, or 558-478 13.C."
16

Fundamentally j Buddha held that ignorance is the cause of all suf-

fering and that in order to alleviate rr.zccry and hardship, one must attempt to

ia, "... which is a condition or state o:' mind of coi . peace."

proposed that Nirvana could best ^e attained by mastering 0:.,. in tei

of s< If enlj ment. However, the ultimate enlightenment could not be attain

nor could Nirvana be reached, in one lifetime. Therefore, it became necessary

and death cycle tc be repeated many times before one could know

. . _ ind the enlightenment that transcends life's problems. In this way,

una hoped that a new order of peace would be brought to the world, bringing

h it a supreme enlightenment to the practicioners.

After Buddha's death in 463 B.C., his disciples slowly spread his

. over -e area of northeast India. Entering China in - rst

y A.D. Buddhism broke up into various sects which stressed one aspect or

another of '-he faith. During the years between the time of the Han collapse

. . and the beginning of the T'ang period (613 A.D.), the various sects

~ncy not only against each other but Lsm and

Confucic ... "The victory of xhe Buddhii I i fch" cit Lb; . the out—

-e. Again, quoting 1 .: "... general.

iddhism. . . . reaohed a height of ini

ig
artistic 1 — ch it ne . ihieved." The con-

rent in Budu . odious zo the Chinese,

en
, , p . 59 •

..
1 :

. en . , p. ( .

^"_
. .61.
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However, the objection was slowly overcome by

t
...

I
hayana :-,cct which hold bhat, while 1. filled with /.

dness might eventually entitle one to entor the cxtinclion of Nirvana,

provented I Dtually entering (thus causing ancestors lo become extinct)

in order for infinite repetition of the life-death—life cycle to bring more

od qualities into the world. The "height of influence and artistic inspira-

tion11 endured into Ming times when it was imported by Japan in the form of Zen.

Commenting on the impact of Buddhism on Chinese art, Laurence Binyon in Th-r-:

Spirit of V.nn in Asian Art says:

Above all, there is a perfect fusion of the sensuous and the spiritual.
The spiritual significance of life is not emphasized so as to become dis-
dainful . . . ; it is . . . something which unites and does not divide.
This natural poise and harmony seem to be the active power which animates
the glowing scenes, making what are called aesthetic necessities appear _

as almost irrelevant externalixy. The color is deep and ardent. ..."

These years of Buddhist supremacy were the years during which powder-

ed, whipped tea was in vogue; the time when, as Okakura says,". . . tea began

21
to oe not a poetical pastime, but one of the methods of self-realization."

Under Zen, tea was actually to become one of the most important ways to achieve

"self—realization."

The growth of Zen, said by Swann to have been introduced into China

late in the T'ang period, was so inter-connected with native Taoism that they

22
practically developed together. Lao Tzu, author of Tao Teh Ching (King),

from which Taoism sprang, was born in 604 B.C. Tao Teh Ching (Tao Teh King),

which translates to "The way of the Universe," advocated desirelessness and

20
Laurence Binyon, The Soirit of Man in Asian Art

, p. 48.

21
akura, os. cit ., p. 15.

22
S\ 1. cit., p. 150.
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j .; dj credited all man-made crueria; and held that an

and . rtleoc I Lor, "... accomplishes much more than blustering, violent

fort." The severity of these teachings was lessened by Lao Tzu's successors

hat, -..'hen Taoism met Zen in the tenth century, it had enough in

..on wi1 - iddhism to make a merger imminent. Binyon summarizes Taoist

doctrine at ;ime as:

n is cot in a world of beauty diversified with terror. His spirit
out to explore it. He is ever seeking to come to terms with the world

ou - Lf, to attain come sort of harmony with the living and vast

i 5h pervade it, or at least come understanding of them, he may
return user, himself, persuaded that all the varied beauty of the material
world _s an illusion, and that only within the mind is secure reality so he

soughs. ... It lifts the human soul into an atmosphere where earthly
cares are transcended rather than refused. ^4

Zen originated in India as one of the many sects which developed

after the Buddha^ death in 4&3 2.C. It was brought to China in 520 A.D. 'oy

.ere he founded Chan (later ;o be called Zen) B -sm.

.; new concept oJ Ldhism took roo; in the south of China. There, -under the

spices of several consecutive emperors, the new religion flourished. Zen,

sm had as its ultimate goal a state of ultimate enlightenment i

culled Satori. While the two concepts had similar ends in view, they differed

employed to rea i - te final - ite. Th« I t was to

— ^y living a useful life each time that life was re,'

st, however, Satori could be acquired quite suddenly oy allowin

jet to be completely trs . Zen doctr. while b]

. si in the ap ...on of knowl

-

;

. pp. .
- .

.., . ___.

,

b, . . .,;•..
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uition that true knowledge could bo acquired. Zen teachers

of various taction to enable the novitiate's intellect to be supplanted.

Cnc such device was a rapid question and answer exchange between master and

which accelt I the latter 1 s thought processes to the point where his conscious

intellect failed and was transcended by the senses and intuition. Other strat-

egics were employed, but always the intent was to displace the conscious mind,

thus liberating the sub—conscious to receive pure knowledge. A favorite practice

of the Zen Masters was to place a pupil in a natural setting, questioning him

about the realities of nature. This was said to be an effective means of

achieving sudden enlightenment—Satori.

The subjective nature of Zen, permitting as it did, an individualistic

approach to his life, and standing in such sharp contrast to the objective features

of the earlier Buddhism, appealed, as Swann says, ". . .to both intellectual

27
and non-intellectual. ..." The similarities of Taoism and Zen were such

that a fusion of the two was inevitable. Of this conjunction Fenollosa writes:

It was then that Taoism joined hands with the budding Zen to enforce
individuality. ... If we could get a concrete picture of the seething,
the individualistic poetic China of this day, say from 1060 to 112c—less
than the normal life of a man—we should witness the greatest illumination
of the whole east, the whole Asiatic world. . . .

= same writer assesses the magnitude of this shift in Chinese thought in this

way: "This revolution in Chinese feeling, and in art, was, however, a great

one . . . for it implied no less a change in Buddhist and in social contemplation

than the substitution of the natural for the supernatural. If I call it

idealistic contemplation, it is because it regards nature as more than a jumble

am Lreys, op . cit . , pp. 182-185.

27 cSwann, op_. cit ., p. 150.

"Ernest P. Fenollosa, hoochs of Chinese Art, Vol. II, pp. 2, 19-
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of . a facts, rather as a storehouse oi' spiritual laws* It thus be -

29
>1 of poc tic interpretation.

lanifestation of this new national freedom of t.-.-

note supremacy of individual life and art dur: >d (960—12&0

. .) ol' th< Sung aynasty. In Cox's opinion, the

. . . pure and simple taste of the Sun,-; ocriod had reached the o.

perfection in China and perhaps the whole world. I believe, and others

, that the finest vases and bowls ever mace in the world were
~de then. 30

Lnence was achieved sy all the arxs—nox only poxxery. Describing the arx of

period in Ar China , Xorca, . nd Japan , Swann frequently uses such ac~ec-

tives as peaceful, introspective, refined, subtle, discreet, sensixive, delicate,

gentle. These all seem xo repeat what the creaxive ouxpux of xhe Sung artists

odied: a feeling for Xhe mysXeries of naxure . Swann also records that xhe

tig "... swept away by the mosx devasting of all the barbarian invaders

—

the Mon; ;ols."

In this way, art and life in China evolved, reached xhe high point,

sd into a decline from which it never recovered. After a hundred years

of do ation by the foreign Yuan emperors, the native Mings were able xo once

. .'.ion and . bo it a semblance oi" stability. Okakura

. . .
, lespite worthy accomplishments in so:. -ng

. .., if not de -, for xhe mosx part inferior when corns..

. overly concc::^u . and color. Not e\

. could provide impel-.

_. , p. _ .

.. , op. cit., p. 4-. •

. cit., p. I4I.
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Chinese to regain, much less surpass, the work of the previous ti

Lie Zen may not have been able to generate a rer.aisjar.ee

China, it did not perish there and cease to be, "... the most aesthetic of all

.st creeds. . . , which holds man and nature to be two parallel sets of

22
characteristic forms between which perfect sympathy prevails." Events of

Chi:. . history and subsequently, the history of Japan, seem to suggest that,

while China accepted and nourished the alien teachings of Buddha, making them

intrinsically her own in the form of Zen, this long period was but a prelude

to what awaited Zen in Japan.

After Buddhism's supremacy during the post-Han era, it swept on to

= northeast until it entered Korea about 372 A.D., where it flourished for

several centuries before being subdued by a Confucian reaction. It was from

Korea, during the years of Buddhist dominance, that the religion was exported

in 552 A.D. across the narrow sea to Japan. After a few years of resistance

from Shinto cults, the regent Shotoku (593-622) embraced the religion and

became a devout patron. Although his life was short, he established Buddhism

widely and effectively by building many temples and shrines, by importing artist-

craftsmen from Korea and China; and by building a large Buddhist monastary.""'

Writing about this period of Japanese history, Hugo Munsterberg is quite emphatic

about the impact of Buddhism on her art: "For the development of Japanese

ceramics, as for practically every other aspect of Japanese culture, the deci-

sive turning point came in 552 A.D. when Buddhist emissaries from Korea reached

34
Japan."

~™

32
Penollosa, p_p_. cit . p. 4*

""..umphreys, 00. cit . , pp. 69-70.
.

--_- . .-rberg, The Ceramii Art of Japan
, p. 85.
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-a, Eleian, a:... Fujiwara (late Heian) periods (6/ -
,

not

Ly the continued growth of Buddhism, but also an influx of v'ar. trt

from China—and with it, came Zen. It is said that Lurin
;

ihe en

-1333) Zen influence on Japanese art and life was confined primari

-.o »n temples. However, in the succeeding reign of the Muromachi (1334"

1573) Zen came into its own and literally swept a cultural renaissance acr<

the country. Warren Cox, writing in The Book c f Pottery and Perce lair, emphasizes

the influence: "Now, a hundred years after the Sung period was through and

done l, its influence became dominant in Japan and . . . the . . . period

is looked upon as a sort of Sung Renaissance."

Without exception, literature surveyed pertinent to this period of

..istory indicated that in order to understand the culture of the times,

one must also understand cha no yu-— the Japanese Tea Ceremony. Several writers

also suggested that, for a non-Oriental—and more particularly, for a non-

Japanese—a complete understanding is virtually impossible. ...--ever under—

Lng of the ceremony is to be had must come through Zen, for as Oka : I

said: "The whole Ic«_al of rieaism is a result of the Zen conception of
.

;. .

37
.. in the smallest incidents of life."

Yoj i first o. i,chi shoguns, acce. . .

— sionary-like zeal and rapidly imported a vast quantity of Sung pot

which quickly . - Zen and Zen-inspired work across Japa.

ategy was employed oy Yoshimitsu in an ?t to rescue Japanese

from the disintegr ~ch it was then experiencing. It was d

-T< 11 . L, 0£. cit . , p .

it,

,

Okakura, < . < it. , p. 29«
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n came to mean "Liberation and Enlightenment. " It waD a conce

and utmost simplicity, and held that only by achieving complete

. his surroundinga could one hope to become fully enlightened.

b could best be developed by meditation and study of the minute aspects

of the environment; ostentation was avoided because it clouded the mind; nature

s venerated for it signified the reality of things; great truths could be

d from small things, because, in the total scheme of things, a grain of

sand was as significant as a mountain. The Japanese sought to symbolize all

these aspects of Zen in their cha no yu.

Binyon observes that the Tea Ceremony was first held by Soami, a

painter living in the fifteenth century. The ceremony was conducted with

restrained taste in a room carefully proportioned and austerely furnished. At

this time, the ceremony was held in a specially prepared room of a dwelling.

In the sixteenth century, Rikyu, whom Okakura says, is the greatest of all tea-

masters, instituted an independent tea-room removed from the dwelling. This

was done in order to provide a setting more conducive to the meditative nature

of the ceremony. Tea—room architecture was severe and pure in the manner of

Zen monasteries.

The ceremony itself is deceptively simple in appearance. Munster—

; relates a description of the ceremony vjhich Rikyu is said to have given:

... in characteristic Zen fashion: "You place the charcoal so that the
water ooils properly, and you make the tea to bring out the proper taste.

You arrange the flowers as they appear when they are growing. In summer-^
you suggest coolness and in winter coziness. There is no other secret.'

In practice, the ceremony was somewhat more complicated. Guests, usually a

small number, were invited 'ay the Tea-master. The tea-room was often remotely

38
Binyon, oo. cit . , p. lo4»

39
^.-.unsterberg,

_

jo. cit . , p. 100.



placed and was approached by walking over a specially prepared known a.s

i ) to conform with the forthcoming cha no yu. Okakura into; ;he

LCtion of the roji: It ". . . was intended zo break connection v;^ it-

world, and to produce a fresh sensation conducive to the full enjoyme i

4-0
ac. in the tea room itself." kyu claimed that the aesthetic

Les of a properly prepared roji v.*ere to be i'ound in this verse:

I look beyond;
. lowers are not,

Nor tinted leaves,
On the sea beach
A solitary cottage stands
In the waning light

Of an autumn eve.4-1

Once reached, all the guests enter the tea-room through a door only ;r.rce fe

., bhis, to introduce a humble feeling in preparation for the ceremony.

Inside, except for the gentle noise of boiling water, all is quiet and rei

so until the host apocars. '..orking quietly and deliberately, he prewar

for one gue.j-0 at a time by adding hot water to a small amount c:' poi tea.

n the mixture is stirred vigorously with a slender stalk of ban

at one en:~. Having arunk, the guest carefully t. the bowl, cc;

owner, and returns it. The bowl is washed and the next i is serv^. I

.

r all wests have ^een serv^a, the articles of '...
. je are

. . or their i s i dis-

y a period o. ;ion, after which the Ly depa.

each supposedly enriched by the experience. To . ;ha .emony

omehow is Lar to ... chure.. .

to utterly n i -..lficancc of it, a ntroduce ...

_. c ;

i

. , p.
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the Teaists sought to delete. Commenting on the broad culture of this ti

(culture which gave rise to the Tea Ceremony), Binyon has written:

lis art is the reflection of a pciod which has no parallel else-
where in history. The Japanese propensity to carry things to < . ity

is seen in an attempt to order life by a purely aesthetic ideal. If
beauty, they ..com to say, is the most precious thing in the world, let

-e in it, let us take it for our star and guide, and go to the
very end. Never was devoxee more exacting with himself, never was moral-
ist more exacting with other people, in the pursuit of the right. But
it was not right belief or right conduct that was the standard; it was
right taste. Art dominated life. 42

s attitude that life should be dominated by art made possible the develop—

ment of a pottery type which the Tea-masters found to be most characteristic

o^ cha no yu.

It must be emphasized that the influence of the masters of tea

(chajin, as they came xo be called) over aesthetic matters was considerable.

Munsterberg describes their influence in this way, "... the taste of the Tea-

4-3
masters has continued to exert a powerful influence on Japanese culture 1

. Of

the chajin influence on Japanese ceramics, Okakura states:

Our pottery would probably never have attained its high quality of excel-
lence if the Tea-masters had not lent to it their inspiration, the manu-
facture of the utensils used in the Tea-ceremony calling forth the utmost

enaixure of ingenuity on the part of our ceramists.44

Rikyu, early in his role as a chajin, preferred to serve tea in simple rice

bowls used by Korean peasants; valuing them for their quiet utility in the tea

ceremony. Also in demand were the temmoku glazed bowls from China. However,

xhe Y.'i^^yroad acceptance of cha no yu created such a shortage of imported tea

wares that Japanese potters began to make tea bowls and other articles of the

tea service.

-..yon, p. cit . , p. 155*

ra,
_
2« cit . , p. 62,

. ;erberg, c_p_. cit . , p. 100.

44,
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kyu ^avc addod impetus to bhis Japanese ceramic movement by patron-

lro with a commission for tea bowls to oo used in his tea

Under Rikyu's auspices, Chojiro's wor/. gain , and after

., the emperor Toyotomi Hideyoj . 'esented a golden seal to Chojiro's

r..ory of his father's work. Carved into the seal was the character

c i
( ;

pleasure) which was taken from Jurakudai, the name of Hideyoshi's

here Chojiro had worked. Whether or not Hideyoshi intended it, r.i~

Lt of the seal established a line of Raku potters, all stampin sia ware

character Raku, which continues, as Leach says, to the present day.

itinued ~-jy Donyu, whose work, according to Munsterberg, consti-

tutes in the eyes of Japanese critics, the high point of Raku. Deny- was fol-

lowed by -. Donyu 1 s grandson Kuchu continued the Raku tradition into the

inth century, after which the Raku line of pottery is said to have gone

45
a decline

.

Criteria . which Raku was judged for tea use are found in the con—

. ibi. According to Kuncterberg, the meaning of wabi ranges from

"p<_ pie, rustic," to "subdued—a spirit of restrain!.""

cuii was bituted by Rikyu to express the standards oy which he felt or.

live. Much 3 placed on a serene existence devoid of ail ost

ana .
-. .. The concept that man was a small, out integral,

bo be conveyed to the individual by surrounding him with article!

... e and rei . Surroundings of this type

to be con plation needed to achieve —

ultima '. -rue role in

'» ££• cit.
i PP«

., p. 1 •
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;o Tea—masters Raku incorporated all the restraint that the

. cult required . Tea bowls were, for the most part, quickly made by pin

the from a ball of coarse clay. The underside was usually given a base by

carving a f< itring into the soft clay with a piece of sharpened bamboo. The

finished forms displayed the directness and quickness of the method which formed

them. Depressions left by the pinching finders and marks made by the bamboo

were retained as being expressive of the forming method. The forms were often

subtly asymetric with uneven rims. Also used in the tea ceremony were bowls and

storage jars made on the potter's wheel. These forms express the same unassum-

ing characteristics as the hand-made pots. After a preliminary firing to harden

clay, the forms were glazed with a thick glaze, dried, placed in a kiln and

heated to red. heat. The glaze was freely, almost carelessly, applied. Interest—

subtly of color and texture was often the result. The glaze firing was con-

sistent with the overall spirit of spontaneity. Leach described in The Potter'

Book , his first encounter with the method of firing Raku in Japan shortly after

the turn of this century:

Presently, a number of unglazed pots were brought in and we were invited
to write or paint upon them. I struggled with the unfamiliar paints and
ore queer long brushes, and then my two pots were taken from me and dipped
in a too of creamy white lead glaze and set around the top of the kiln
and warmed and dried for a few minutes before being carefully placed with
long-handled tongs in the inner box or muffle. Although this chamber was
already at a dull red heat the pots did not break. Fireclay covers were

Laced on top of the kiln, and the potter fanned the fuel until the sparks
flew. In about half an hour the muffle gradually became bright red, and

the glaze on our pots could be seen through the spy hole melted and glossy.

The covers v/ere removed and the glowing pieces taken out one by one and

placed on tiles, while the glow slowly faded and the true colors came out

accompanied by curious sharp ticks and tings as the crackle began to form

_.. the cooling, shrinking glaze.

A number of "schools" evolved from the rather solitary beginnings

rtery making. Among them were the Seto, notable for subtle color and

Leach,
_

_. cit . , p. 30.



.; bhe Shino with forms of very coar:;o clay covered i hick,

i r< . over or under which had been painted abstracted I . . om

utilized bold designs and a green ^laze oi'ten cove

of bhe form; the Bizen, usually unglazed, and relym,-; or. the color

richness of bare, Tired clay; and the Iga and Shigarki, both of which emphasize

crude irregular cualixies of clay and form.

Lth the decline of these schools, the vigor of the entire Raku

movement began to disappear; and it, as many movements before and since, succuml

to the perils of over exposure, progress, and the chronological tendency for

1 of art to be succeeded by another. However, the philosophies ar.^

techniques inherent in the medium were destined to reappear at another time in

another place.



raku i. ic:

s Japanese culture which fostered Raku developed, with the excoo-

tion o:' i] .cos from Korea and China, independently of outside stimulus, and

largely unkn o Americans prior to the nineteenth century.

is opened to English, Spanish and Portugese traders and mis-

sionaires early in the seventeenth century during the Tokugawa period. However,

the Spanish, in an over-zealous missionary effort, caused the Japanese rulers

to suspect that their country was being prepared for overthrow, and the European;

were summarily deported. Accompanying the expulsion of all foreigners was a

decree from the shogun, Iemitsu, forbidding any citizen to leave the country.

The decree also closed Japan to all outside contact except that a small amount

of trade was to be allowed with the Dutch through the porx of Deshima. This

policy of extreme isolationism was steadily maintained until, under the threat

of Perry's naval force at Yokahorna in 1854> Japan was finally opened to the

48
Western nations.

Infusion of Japanese culture into this country was at first slow.

Gifts 01' lacquer ware, porcelain and costumes presented to Perry were received

with little enthusiasm when shown in this country upon his return. The first

broad look that Americans had at Japanese art came in I&76 when the Japanese

government contributed architecture, pottery and sculpture to the Centennial

International Exhibition of that year in Philadelphia. The first response to

the Japanese collection seems to have been an architectural one with quasi-

49
Japanese tea houses appearing in the gardens of some American residences.

.rius 3. Jansen, "Japan History," Encyclopedia Britar.nica , i960, Vol.

12, pp. 902-

a 9
'""Clay Lancaster, T _ Japanese Influenc in j nerica .
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Clay Lancaster describes the ocriod follow ..: "Within

af '-or the .elphia Centennial the Japanese v had achieved t .

i in the eastern United States." This "toehold" was strc

anese participation in the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago in l-;i>

in the California Midwinter Exposition of 1894

•

Japan's influence on the minor arts, or at least in the apprecia-

ninor arts, was felt more slowly than her influence on architecture.

I idividuals, such as Edward Morse and Christopher Dresser assembled, and pre-

sented to museums, large collections of Japanese pottery. During the first part

of this century, the Japanese government opened bazaars in San Francisco,

Boston and New York for the sale of handcrafted articles from Japan. Comin

are the American people at a time when they were preoccupied with art nou-

veau and the classic revivals, tne Japanese things presented a strong contra- .

Potteries in Ohio and in Massachusetts were started, both turning out pots

based upon the Japanese forms.

In 1903 Kakuzo Okakura arrived in Boston from Japan where he .

been regarded as a foremost aesthetician. He became Curator of Chinese ai

. th .
-on Museum of Pine Arts in 1911 'ing his

lure, "The Oriental collections . . . became world famous, and it ....

fc with Okakura t ody of Oriental art a 1 its I -
."

and lectured in this country, did much to prom.

iese art

.

Influence oj . se art grew Blowly, ou; ste

the itury. L d 'a

. .

op. 1 t.,
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O's, it re—emerged at mid century to contribute to contemporary work

because, " • . . the Tree and easy manner of the Japanese goes hand in glove

52
.. the modern movement stressing self-expression."

In 1940| .Bernard Leach's A Potter' s :;•-/£ was published in America.

Ls book, giving an account of the author's extensive stay in Japan, placed

.:asis and focused attention upon Japanese pottery, including Raku. The

book was widely accepted by potters, and provided some of them, for the first

le, with a source of technical and aesthetic information relative to Raku.

Perhaps another major step was taken in the direction of Raku

in the late 19^0' s when the influential potter, Peter Voulkos, reacted to the

symmetry of wheel-made pottery and began to work with freely-done sculptural

forms. Voulkos and some of his students literally changed the course of much

of American ceramics, and, in the opinion of the writer, did much to prepare

way for the advent of Raku in this country.

Paul Soldner, then a California potter, began to work in a modified

Raku manner during the first part of the 1960's. He was an early spokesman

for the Raku process, and through his efforts Raku has been broadly accepted

by contemporary potters.

Early in 1965» in a review of the 19^4 Syracuse Ceramic National,

written for Crafts Horizons , Daniel Rhodes said:

. aku pots are shown by Paul Soldner (California) , Virginia Curtwright (New

York), Joe Soldate (California), Hal Riegger (California), Noah Alonso (Mich-

igan), and others. These pieces form almost a class of pottery by them-
lves. Their unpredictable surfaces and wayward forms add a pleasant

note of contrast. Nothing would amaze a Japanese Raku potter more, how-
ever, than the sight of these Syracuse pieces. Our Raku style is home
grown. . . ."53

mcaster, p. cit . p. 23C

53
Dariiel --• s, " Ceramic National," Crafts Horizons ,

(January, February,)

XXV, No. 1. 1 i—23.
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Another indication of the viable state of American Raku came with

e publication of Angelo Garzio 1 s Raku portfolio in Ceramics V.^rr.'r.l;; in 19^7

•

: of his own approach to Raku, Garzio said: "Raku is a symbolic connota-

tion of the way I feel and react toward clay as a material .... It is a

catalyst and a catharsis of myself as a human being and of my reaction to my

54
fellow man." Speaking of the Raku movement in general, Garzio said:

It is to the credit of American potters . . . that they are utilizin
;

the philosophical and technical aspects of the traditional Japanese potters
by greatly enlarging and enhancing the scope and magnitude of this approach
.... An understanding of raku provides a means of enriching the aes-
Letic life experiences of these potters that is far more effecti\

an ipt merely to produce imitations of tea bowls. . . . but we nc

*at variation in the form and size of the pottery, from Large-
bodied closed forms and low platters or bowl shapes, to cor Ions of
raku and other natural materials such as stumps or branches; surface tex-
tu] Ld colors are broadened in scope by the use of stains or .s,

cd alone or under or over a glaze. . . . This then is one of man's
mc. )le gestures in his reaching out and intuitively leaping into the

to resuscitate a vestige of his potential for relating himself to

the real spirit of the Beautiful. This is raku in its most profound
aspects."

_. , p. 21.

Garzio, .." i __, Vol. lb, No. 6, (June, -y-V), •

-
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RESEARCH MATERIALS

__^j

V ;

. iv bricks . VJith the exception of the dense firebricks,

material and equipment were chosen for their ability to perform to certain

specifications. Dense firebricks, having load-bearing qualities that the soft

insulating firebricks do not have, were used to construct a base for each kiln.

( Plate V, Pig. l) They also provided a heat barrier to protect the concrete

slab on which all the kilns were built. The bricks measure 2-g- x 4-~k x 9 inches.

Insulating Firebricks . Each kiln was constructed of the insulating

firebricks (plaxe V, Eig. 2) on a dense firebrick base. These insulating bricks

have the same dimensions as the dense firebricks (2^- x 4'g" x 9)> an|i though very

fragile, they have a much greater heat retaining quality and are therefore

better suited for kiln construction than are the dense types. The type of insu-

lating bricks chosen for this series of kilns was "G-23" as manufactured ~cy the

A. P. Green Eirebrick Company of Mexico, Missouri. The 23 of the "G-23" indi-

cates that the bricks are designed to withstand temperatures up to 2300 Fahren-

heit. The manufacturer has this to say of the "G-23" insulating firebricks:

These lower temperature insulating bricks are composed entirely of highest
quality materials and possess the three most desirable properties of insu-
lating firebrick: high insulating value, structural strength, and the
ability to withstand high temperatures without shrinkage. They are recom-
mended for service in direct contact with flame and furnace gases in
furnaces heated with gas, oil, powdered coal and electricity. 5°

Although the manufacturer ascribes to the bricks the property of "structural

strength," the term is a relative one and the impression should not be left

"...at this type firebrick has great resistance to compression forces which would

-lop in a large, heavy, kiln. The "high insulating value" mentioned above

56'A. P. Green, .a:i ractory Pocket Catalog
, p. 34*



EXPLANATION OP PLATE V

. igu o 1. Dense firebricks of the standard 2;,- x A-'h x 9 size
were used as oases for all the research kilns.
bricks have a dense structure, making them suitable
for the lead peering position at the base of the kilns.

- .. jure 2. Unlike the brick illustrated in Figure 1, the insulat.
firebrick shown here is light and porous, havin-; as

its primary function the retention of heat. 1\j.

dimensions are the same as those for the dense type.



PLATE V

y
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Figure 1
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Figure 2



ic inufacturer to derive, from the process of production.

They arc 'om uniform sized, multi-cellular lightwea

. strong, i-obed internal structure— res

nd lev; density. They are produced, without the aid of artificial burn-out

materials, thus they have an extremely uniform int . .

. free of large voids and free of internal cracking caused by the usual
burn—out materials. 5«

or actual firing condixions when the internal kiln temperature reached

2000 P., the exterior surface was only slightly warm. Despite an occasionally

cra^.:„_ brick and a tendency for small particles to se abraded from the surfac

by normal handling, it was felt that the bricks were well suited to the needs

of the proble .

.

. i .1

Each kiln tested was fired using commercial propane gas purchase

from a local supplier. Propane is a liquefied gas which is kept in the liquid

state under pressure of 200 lbs. per square inch at 60 Fahrenheit. The gas

is supplied in metal cylinders equipped with a release valve located on tc .

..is valve is opened, and the internal pressure is releasee, the propane

is changed from the liquid to the gasec ite. The properties of propane \

widely according to the manufacturer. The gas used in these experiments has

ipecific gravity of .508 and yields 3,000 BTU per cubic foot. Ph

can be given another way: One gallon of liquid propane yields 32 cubic

gaseous propane; t >re, one gallon yields 96,000 BTU's.

"

. C __.

.. order to supply gas to the burner, it is le

rel yalve through a pressure regui .nd pressure gauge to neoprc

bid.
, p.

Data supplied by the Tri-
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•opriate fittings which, in turn carrier it to the I . jre

as is mixed with air, producing a long tapering flame. Because the pres-

.'O inside the propane cylinder varies according to the external air tempera-

ture (the internal pressure increases or decreases respectively) and causes a

fla varying length and intensity, a pressure regulator was installed atop

cylinder in order to stabilize the flow of gas to the burner. The regulator

fitted with one inlet and three outlets. A pipe fitting connects the pro-

pane cylinder xo the regulator at the inlet side of the regulator. Two of the

three outlets are used as burner supply lines. The pressure gauge is inserted

in the third outlet. All three outlets are subject to the stabilized pressure

after the gas has moved through the regulating diaphragm of the pressure regu-

lator. Pressure to the burners is controlled by turning the adjusting screw

on the j.'ace of the regulator. Each supply line is made independent of the other

by the use of globe-type valves. (Plate VI, Pig. l) Specifications of the

supply hose are as follows: Gates Type 2013 3220A, Butane Propane Hose, MH5761

3/6 in., 350 MAX. WP 2 BED, 1750 Burst, LPG, Manufactured by the Gates Rubber

Company. Because of the relatively high pressures involved, all connecting

fittings between the cylinder and pressure regulators, regulator and hoses,

hoses and burners are made of brass and are of the flare type which depends

upon a tight metal to metal contact to prevent leakage. Gasket materials are

said to be subject to decomposing action of the propane.

Burner Parts

The burners employed were of the atmospheric type as manufactured

Ecli Fuel any of Rockford, Illinois. The burner is

composed of an injector and burner nozzle. The injector is Eclipse T—4-0 with a

• orifice. The orifice is adjustable. "Atmospheric burners are so called

because they use air at atmospheric pressure, thus requiring no blowers or air



EXPLANATION OF PLATE VI

urc 1. By equipping the propane cylinder with two globe ~~j

valves, in addition to the pressure regulator and
pressure indicating gauge, it was possiole to fire
two burners simultaneously while using only one c; ---

of propane.

Figure 2. This sectional view of the injector parx of the ecl_

atmospheric burner used to fire the kilns id

the various components.
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JLAT^ VI

^ » ^ —

'

Figure 1

* » >^ M»m » i^^w^^a » » * ^i ^

MIXER HEAD
VENTURI TUBE

ADJUSTABLE
PRIMARY AIR
SHUTTER

GAS ADJUSTING SCREW

GAS INLET

«*«*•

Figure 2



rs. They arc the moat frequently used type of gas btu

. . . duo to their comparatively low coot, case of ad, I lack

59 /

Lee." Gas passes through the orifice in the mixer head. (See Plate .1,

2 for injector nomenclature, and Plate VII, Figure 1 for a view si

ector) . "As this expanding gas enters the throat of the venturi tube it

ites a suction which draws in air through the adjustable air shutter.

rgy of the gas stream forces the gas-air mixture into the burner. ...

.- i *ough the venturi throat is called 'primary air' and that i- Lied

around the flames is 'secondary air.'" Varying the pressure of the prop

plied to the burner influenced the length and heat intensity of ..

flame. Closing or opening the "adjustable primary air shutter" made the fla

3tively more or less oxidizing. The adjustable orifice proved to be a

. sature of the burner in that it provided an auxiliary method of control-

ling the < . of gas delivered to the flame. Several types of burner no: i I

tich produce a variety of flame shapes and intensities) are available for u

.-40 injector. However, Eclipse . -. - 1 (Plate VII, Pig. 2

jen for . experim .... I v. . Df g tapered . Lt \ . to

produce. It Lesigned to yield a maximum 100,000 BTU's xr with six

inches of water column mixture pressure, .xture containing 60 per

the required air necessary for complete combustion. * Durin - >urse of t

lion, the burner was fired under many conditions and was

flexible and re. Lication i: .~~e tc

either a 3 , low temperat. . . pressure or - long

rs . ....

] I .
• .

|
.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE VII

Figure 1. The injector is shown with primary air control shutte:

at far left, high pressure hose connection at lower
left, and burner nozzle socket at far righx.

Figure 2. The threaded end of the burner nozzle at left fits
into the right end of the injector of Figure 1 to com-

plete the atmospheric burner assembly.



PLATE VII

Fig-are 1

-»--•-»-
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40 pounds gauge pressure, and reliable in bhat ;he qm Ly of

flame did not vary when fired for a long period of time.

• )evice

consultation with the major advisor, it was determined thai a

rome ber should be used to measure kiln temperatures. The installation is

shown in Plate VIII, figure 1. Temperature was indicated on the gauge (upper

left) by a needle which moved in response to electricity which was generated

by heating the thermocouple (lower right) which protruded into the kiln interior.

As the thermocouple came under increasing heat, the needle responded with a

x- temperature reading. This system proved very helpful in observing kiln

response to adjustments of gas, air and flue openings during the research firings.

dnku C lay 3o^:c

While experimentation with clay bodies suitable for Raku work was

largely outside the scope of this investigation, some time was given for that

purpose. Washed river sand, vermiculite, and commercial grog were all combined

with a stoneware clay in varying ratios. The sand and vermiculite were passed

through a 14-mesh sieve. The grog was A.P. Green "P-Grog" 6-2-1-K-110 with

particle sizes ranging from approximately 15-20 mesh. In all, 12 separate mixes

were tried combining clay with sand, clay with vermiculite, clay with grog, clay

with sand and vermiculite, clay with vermiculite and grog; and clay with sand,

vermiculite, and grog. In terms of plastic working characteristics, condition

of the bisque ware, and ability to withstand the thermal shocks resulting from

the glaze firing, no mixture was superior to the one containing one part grog

with ;s clay. Several mixes were noticeably inferior. The combinations

containing sand were fragile in the bisque state and were very slow to dry after

;. Im - : which caused the fired glaze to flake off in spots after

firing were apparently introduced with the sand. This was a frequent occurence.



. LATE

: 1. The pyrometer consisted of a thermocouple protrudi]
into the kiln cl Lres to carry the electrical
current generated by the heat< nnocouple, ai

temperature indicating dial which acted in response ;c

the heated thermocouple inside the k

figure 2. The first exp ntal updr,-__ ; kiln :c an
over reducing condition. Indication:; of the ei

this problem can be seen in the blackened condition
the cup atop the kiln as well as in .; on th

ront wall of "Che kiln which were darken soo .~.^ch

carbon present in the interior at re.
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PLA'i'^ VIII

Figure 1
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Figure 2



lcu3 te caused such a close-grained and dense quality to develop that the

majority of these pieces cracked either while firing or when taken from the kiln

and exposed to the atmosphere.

';'-
.

Ac in the case of Raku clay bodies, the experimentation wi

zes was beyond the stated limits of the problem. However, it was felt that

iriety of glazes with different melting temperatures could possibly reveal

;hing of the kilns' efficiencies in terms of melting a variety of glazes.

rature span of the glazes is from approximately 1750 F» (Number 1 listed

below), to ca. I64O F. for glaze Number 4« After the kiln designs had been

refined, temperatures above the more refractory glazes were easily attained,

Lifficulties were experienced in melting the glazes.

A second purpose in developing a limited palette of glazes was to

enable the thesis pottery, which appears at the back of this paper, to exhibit

a range of color and surface interest and to express a better union between

.; and glaze.

The following glazes were developed and used:

1. Semi-Transoarent Off—White

2.

Potassium /eldspar 62.5
Colemanite 37.5
Tin Oxide 2.0
Bentonite 2.0

mi- fhite

Pc Feldspar 62.5
Co 37.5
In Oxide 5.0

Bentonite

to . • .

Pota
Co.

Lea 20.0
Qobalt C be 0.5
Co tte 1»5



o

- Semi-Ma tte B Lack

Po am Feldspar 25.0
Colomanito .

Silica 10.0
Albany slip 50.0
Cobalt Carbonate 2.5

d Iron Oxide 5.0

5- Semi—Matte Pale Blue
Potassium Feldspar 50.0
Colemanite 30.0
Silica 20.0
Cobalt Carbonate 0.5
Black Uranium Oxide 4.0

The glazes are designed to melt in the 1730 -I85O F. range, but were also tested

at 2000 F. without displaying an excessively overfired quality.

Design Criteria

The following criteria were felt to be in keeping with the process

of Raku pottery making and were used to evaluate the kilns' performances during

the concluding segment of the problem.

•xability . Because the Raku process is best suited to an outdoor

environment, it was felt that, if the kilns were entirely portable, they would

be more serviceable. It was hoped that portability could be achieved by build-

ing the kilns with mortarless construction which would facilitate assembling

and dismantling. Inasmuch as portability would also be a function of the fuel

supply, it was decided to use only propane gas in moveable cylinders.

Accessibilit, Materials . The writer felt that, if the kilns were

to have practical application, the materials required for their construction and

firing should be readily available at a reasonable cost. Consequently, all

components were to be chosen from standard sources.

Firin-'- Cham:
;

.. —.ions . In order to facilitate a rapid tempera-

e rise, the chambers "..ore not allowed to exceed xwo cubic feet. So as to

preclude complicated assembling and dismantling procedures, plus minimizing



aric - -• - ;o be based on 2J' x L,^" x ;' size of

stan - sbrick.. Thus, "-he horizontal 3 3ions were to be contr oy

Lie a 1..-" module was xo govern vertical dimensions.

-.
;

. In the interest of efficiency, ninety minutes of .

time was to be allowed for the kilns xo reach 1750 -1&00 P., the temper i -

;he glazes melt.



ATIOM -

.

• '. '
:

"»
;

•-.'. :\iln Decirn and Firinn1 S:cr:c rim ontat ion

veral kiln loads of pottery were fired in an impirical manner for

urpose of equipment familiarization and establishing work procedures. These

early firings were strictly of a preliminary nature and no effort was maic ;c

control the variables or measure the results.

Fhe first kiln fired was an updraft (Plate VIII, Pig. 2; measuring

13^"" wide x 13./' deep x 12v" high inside giving a volume of slightly more than

1.3 cubic feet.

Daniel Rhodes defines the updraft principle in this way:

In the updraft kiln, the fire enters the kiln at the bottom, passes
upward through the ware chamber, and escapes from a flue at the top. . . .

r_'his design allows the hot gases to travel in the direction which they
naturally take—upward. The updraft kiln has the advantage of simplicixy
of construction—it is essentially a box with openings for the burners at

the oottom and a flue hole at the top. But this type of kiln has some
serious disadvantages. For one thing, the heat of the fires striking
directly on the props and lower shelves of the kiln causes them to deteri-
orate rapidly. But more serious is the tendency of the updraft kilns to

be considerably notter in the bottom than in the top.°2

Thus, an updraft kiln relies upon the natural upward movement of heated air xo

provide the needed circulation. As the heated air circulates through the kiln,

it gives up heat to the interior and its contents.

Dense firebrick were used to construct the floor. The top was of

insulating brick in two pieces, each section measuring 9" x 20" and held together

oy rods running through the bricks so as to provide the support required to

span the kiln. This arrangement permitted one half of the top to be removed

for ware removal while the other half remained in place thus helping to minimize

.t temperature drop. It also made for easier handling

52
odes, CI:..- a Gl s for the Potter , pp. 199-200.



jrted or removed from i - .

the . ared .
,

" hi -.. by y._" wide and was first placed at the top center

I
. back -..-!-.

Initially, no use was made of a pressure regulator or pressure

indicating gauge; the only means of controlling gas pressure to the burner

to close and open the discharge valve on the cylinder.

B'rom the standpoint of efficient operation or accumulation of finished

pottery, the initial firings were failures. However, in terras of knowl -

ined deductively by observation and applied to later kilns, this prelir— ary

series was worthwhile.

tie most obvious shortcoming was the failure to reacn a ...

temperature to melt the glaze. This was attributed to a heavy reducin

.. reducing flame is .. i i as one containing unburned fuel—mostly careen.

-ion prevails, not only does the excess carbon permeate the -laze

and clay, but it reoresents lost heat which in turn precludes a sigx sant

iperature gain,

_- was felt at this point that the burner flame needed more to

port complete combustion. .. - ich as the primary air shutter was compl

open, ipplied by nufacturer i.

the orifice, though adjustable, - or propane,

to .
.. sted as be in nsibl . - ...

eoted at thii

. — ch been placed appro*.

mov . .

• -.
"

..
-

• .:
'

-

_ . H __^_ J
,

-



kiln atmosphere, Even if this had pro

solu em it would have hardly been practical because of the

susce tibility of the flame to being diverted by wind.

....'tor it became apparent that an increase of secondary air did not

lessc - reducing condition, the flame length was varied by increasing and

dec.-casing 1 s pressure to the burner. As "kne flame increased, so did re-

stion. When the pressure was decreased to the point where a gentle flame

produced, there was little, if any temperature increase. It was also noted

that at the lower pressures the length of flame varied considerably although no

valve adjustments were made. This led to the later use of a pressure regulator

and a pressure indicating gauge. It will be shown later that the addition of

these accessories was beneficial.

Another solution to the reducing problem was sought ~oy varying the

size, location, and number of flues. At one time, four openings, each measuri

2.„
J

' x 4v" ,
providing forty-five square inches of flue, were tried, one per wall.

It w hoped that this would provide the necessary draft through the kiln inter-

ior and promote the needed temperature rise. This attempt also failed but before

deciding to end this series of firings, one more attempt was made to correct

the reducing problem.

It had 'oeer. observed earlier that, despite the flames' constant

contact with the floor bricks, they became red much more slowly than did the

insulating bricks of the walls. In view of this disparity, the kiln was dis-

mantled an he floor cricks replaced with insulating bricks; the theory being

it, if the floor could be made to radiate heat, the draft might be increased.

- ..as rebuilt and fired. While there was a slight increase of temper-

ature, the excessive reducing atmosphere was still present.

Conclusions dra 'om the preliminary firings:



1. A pressure ;ould b .. :cd to pi

tie xo . rner.

A pressure ind: catii

- rmine th n's re i 3s to ohangi]

3. In consultation .ccor Garzio, it was iecj

There would have to be a design chai ge which would all

a sufficiently strong dr.;'. .0 circulate through the kiln

if the reducing problem was xo be overcome.

-

- U •:

i .

•

. . r, of Usdrafx Kiln .

i 1 a design tested 'under controlled conditions was

are sing third conclusion. Whereas previously the flame entered

kiln just above floor level, in this version of the updraft principle, the flai :

is firs .-oduced into a firebox located belov; the kiln and then in

interior b; lits in the kiln floor. (Plate IX, Pig. 1>

-nor, measurin
;
y" wide by 9" deep by 10" high, proviaeu a volume of nearly

one half cubic foot. The kiln cover ana flue were combined in a single uni

.
: four full—size bricks with a 1" shirr, in the c ' into — ...

cut a 1" x 4ii
JI opening with the beveled surfaces as shown in Plate IX,

2.

..-.ding the pressure regulator and gauge allowed control of ~s

Ls per square inch (psi). This obviated the n for

. 3—set sondition of the burner orifice, and p^ ^d its size xo be .

the pre .sure of xhe gas pa. through it. W_

tig 20 psi, the adjust

..x, . Plate X 1 Pig. l) I •...

approximately 22" I by the cole rly ox-

Lin was

.

...



EXPLANATION OF PLATa IX

Figure 1. The updraft kiln design was based upon the flame enter-

ing the firebox between the wedge—shaped pieces at the

left. The flames entered the kiln chamber through
openings in the floor.

Figure 2. A view of the bottom cl* the 4;V' x 9" 3C 11" lid reveals
how the flue opening was beveled to facilitate exit

of the flames from the kiln.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE X

Figure 1. V,
:hen propane was supplied to the burner at the rate

of twenty pounds per square inch, a frequent firing
pressure, a long, bushy flame resulted.

Figure 2. At this point in the research, an over reducing atmos-
phere was common to the firings. The excessive reducing
was characterized by an orange, smoky flame issuing
from the flue.
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EXPLANATION OE PLATE XI

urc 1. The "blackened condition of the lid, bricks and pot
testified to the intensity of the over reducing condi-
tion.

Figure 2. A significant step was taken when the four bricks were
added to the kiln lid. They formed a short chimney
which served to increase the strength of the draft which
pulled carbon from inside the kiln, thus solving the
reducing problem.



PLATE XI

Figure 1
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the gas pressure and the flue opening by a factor of three.

cd to 3" * 4;>" and the gas pressure changed to 20 psi. In

y minutes, 1780 P. had "been reached. The average temperature gain was

. for each rive minute interval. Again there were no adverse reducing

_ ts noted. For the purpose of removing pottery, tho cover was opened seven

. average of 2.1 minutes during which an average of 146 P. were lost.

• an average of 21.5 minutes to recover.

se results led to the question of whether, since the only differ—

ween the second and fourth tests was the flue size, the kiln efficiency

could oe further increased by strengthening the draft. Inasmuch as the cross

2
2v

sectional area of xhc flue represented nearly 17$ (13. 5 in /8l in. ) of the

cross sectional area of the kiln it did not seem feasible to increase the cross-

sectional area of the flue beyond that amount. In an effort to increase the

draft, a short chimney consisting of four insulating bricks placed on end, was

-3d to the top of the kiln lid. (Plate XI, Fig. 2). The chimney's cross

section was the same as that 01* the flue: 3" x 4s" • Firing with this modifica-

tion produced a temperature of 1880 F. in ninety minutes with an average temper-

ire gain of 104.3 F/5 minute period. During the subsequent firings an average

)erature decline of 132 F. occurred during the 34 cover openings, the average

duration of which was 2.2 minutes. Average recovery time was 19*7 minutes.

At this point in the program, it was felt that this kiln had developed suffi-

ciently so as to satisfy the design criterion set forth at the beginning of the

program. Table 1 summarizes the results of each variation in comparative form.

l 1 is a composite of the rates at which the temperatures of each kiln rose,

he problem was continued in the form of another updraft kiln having

sions ;>0/i larger than the previous kiln. The measurements were 13v" x

5", the volume being slightly more than 1.3 cubic feet. Features of



EXPLANATION OF TABLE 1

Basically, the information tabulated here does not iiffer, except

in the form of presentation, from that given in Graph i. The data indicates

how, by lessening the gas pressure from 20 pounds used in kiln 1 to 6.6 ^o^rslz

in kiln 2, a slight increase in final temperature was ootained. This tempera-

ture gain was interpreted as resulting from the diminished reducing ati re.

Attention was then given to decreasing the reduction further uy

increasing the draft. Widening the flue from 1" oy ^h" as used in kiln 2, to

3" by 4"gJI when firing kiln 3 produced an increase of 60 degrees over the oest

temperature gotten from the former arrangement. Kiln 4 utilized the four crick

chimney (Plate XI, Fig. 2) and provided enough draft to eliminate the reducing

condition.



Table 1

64

nature Average Pounds of

Kiln . or 'Temperature Gas
Per 5 min. Pressure

M inute s Period P s i

Flue Average Average Average
Size Time Degrees Recovery

(inches) Lid Lost (Minutes)

(Minutes)

1700
C

17o0
s

1880°

67. f

94.5

98.

8

C

104.3

20

6.6

20

20

1 x A-h

1 x 4i

3 x A-k

2, x a¥

2.1

2.2

146°

132^

21-5

19-7

*With chimney added (3" x 4g" x 9")
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ION G: .. : 1

Is i- . to be a graphic presentation of the effects of

. Lve reduction on temperature gain which was experienced early ^:. ro—

kiln response, in terras of temperature increase, when the reduct

en eliminate .

. graph of Kiln 1 indicates that approximately 1560 F. was appar-

. ly the maximum temperature attainable from the combination of 20 pound:

ire and a flue of 1" by 4^/", as indicated in Table i. Kiln 2, althou

fir a flame under only about one-tnird as rr.ucn gas pressure (Table 1),

achieved approximately 1700 P. in the ninety minutes allowed as maximum time for

glaze melting. The observation that Kiln 2 fired 140 hotter with only one-

third the fuel pressure as used in Kiln 1 gave dimension to the intensity of the

reduction, ana prompted a search in another direction for the solution of the

reduction problem.

While Kilns 1 and 2 were experiments in changing the fuel pressures

Lie keepin bhe flue size constant, Kilns 3 and 4 utilized flue variations and

tit fuel pressures. With gas pressure set at 20 pounds and the flue tripled

in cro. nal area (Table l), it became apparent m examining the grc

ii. e firing oi Lrd kiln that an increase in draft was having a

.. performance than changing gas pressure in firing Kiln 2.

te size in Kiln 3, thus increasing the draft, mc.

ition that 1750 F« had been achieved,

the a riod. Seeking to obtain yet a higher -

Lraft, bhe four brick chimney , . I

... be noted that 1750 **«

the >int, and that - . .

. .
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truction were similar to the previous kiln wi . firebox

Loor. - XII | Figure 1 is a view of the kiln's base pical _.

Ler all the kilns tested. Plate XII, Figure 2 s..

..d support arrangement devised to span the firebox. Plate XIII, z ~.-~rc 1

in addition to a view of the completed kiln floor, the beveled corners

in the fireport intended to permit the flame to be deflected to the kiln's

front corners by forcing it off the two deflector bricks. Placement of these

.lectors proved to be critical to successful firing and best results were

ained with a space of -g" for the flame to pass through. Less than that space

itcd in a much hotter front section inside the kiln; more than g" between

allowed too much flame to pass through causing the rear section to be too hot

with respect to the front. l
4;ight observation when action of the flames could

be clearly seen, indicated that the small pieces of bricks used to support joints

in the kiln floor aided in diffusing the burner flame. The 9" * H" cover v:as

.orporated into this design by overlapping the upper two courses of the kiln

; ... ..'.'^erior. Plate XIII, figure 2 snov;s the application.

... f - firing yielded these results: after ninety minutes, the

temperature \ X) F.; "-he average temperature gain for each five minute

... F. Althou . firing was begun with 20 psi gas pressure, it

try to increase the >ressure .... - to 2-j psi, and then to 30 pc i .

rms of temperature rise, response to the gas pressure increases (par.

the .) can b<_ seen in Graph .-: . Averages taken over

: Lid ,;jcn time, 2.5 minutes; u b lost, 158; recow

. . ihe kiln 1
. requi

.



EXPLANATION OF GRAPH 2

solving the reduction problem by strengthening the draft, as

explanation of Graph 1 and Table 1, it seemed that greater

ricy in t) e firings might be had by achieving better balance between the

sure and flue size by keeping the latter constant while varying the

attention was then turned in that direction.

Examination of the updraft performance line in Graph 2 will reveal

that a change in fuel pressure from 20 pounds to 25 pounds made thirty minutes

after the firing had commenced canceled the tendency for the rate of the tem-

perature increase to slacken. The increase in pressure from 2;> to 30 pounds at

the eighty minute mark can be seen to have ocen beneficial to the extent that

i". caused a gain of more than 130 P. during the next ten minutes. This 130

degree gain after tne pressure advance compares to a gain of only about $0

degrees during the ten minutes prior to the pressure change.

This appears to be another reinforcement of the writer's allegation

it an effective draft was one of the most critical, if not the most critical,

of the characteristics of small kiln design as investigated by this problem.

I.'ere this not a correct deduction, it hardly seems likely that an increase in

fuel pressure in the firing charted in this graph would have resulted in increase

efficiency, when, in fact, the reverse was true in Kiln 1 of Table 1, when the

-1 pressure was relatively high, and the flue area was relatively low.
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EXPLANATION OP PLATE XII

Figure 1. All the kilns were constructed on bases such as that
illustrated here. The interior four and one-half bricks
(here seen in lighter value) which served as the floor
of the firebox were of the insulating type because of
their superior heat reflecting and radiating properties.

Figure 2. Increasing the width of the updraft kiln from 9" "to 13^"

brought the problem of supporting the joint caused oy

butting a full brick (9
M

) against the half brick (4|
JI

)

so as to prevent the collapse of the floor when the ware
was placed into the kiln. This Figure shows how the
thin pieces of brick were placed under the joints. In
addition to supporting the joints, it is felt that they
served to break up the flame from the burner and facili-
tate its passage through the floor into the kiln chamber.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIII

Figure 1. The flame entered the firebox between the two larger
beveled pieces of brick. Upon striking the two small
wedge-shaped pieces, it was broken up so that a portion
went between, a portion to the right, and a portion xo

the left.

Figure 2. By allowing the upper two coarses of bricks xo over-
hang the chamber area, it was found that the 9" x 11"

lid which served the small downdraft could be utilized
as xhe cover for this kiln also.



PLATE XIII

figure 1

2
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- Procedures

Attention was then given to ciowndraft kilns. In order that a per-

cison between updrai't and downdraft designs could oe made, it was

volumes of the two downdraft kilns to be tested would rem

ease of the two updraft versions reported in the precedi

...

A downdraft kiln depends, aj does an updraft, on a rising flame,

but in quite - different way. Rhodes explains:

ie fire enters at the sides of the kiln and is deflected oy a baffle
Lch forces xhe hot gases to travel upward toward the top of the kiln.

The flue is in the bottom of the kiln at the rear. The fire is drawn down
. . . toward the flue. To force the fire downward in this way requires
a lively draft or pull from the chimney. There are several distinct advan-
tages to the downdraft kiln. The flames do not impinge direcxly on the

ware, but strike the baffle wall first. The path of the flame is long,

thus permitting a maximum of transfer of heat to the ware. The bottom of
the kiln is heated not only by the passage of the fire through it, but by
radiation. . . . Downdraft kilns have a tendency to be hot at the top
• • • •

The smaller kiln measuring 9" wide by 13s" deep by 10" high was

irst. Although the ware chambers of both the small updraft and the

small downdraft were the same, it should be noted that there is a discrepancy

of 4-jjs" between the depth of the updraft (9") and the depth (i3iJI ) of the down-

ft. This discrepancy was necessitated by the inclusion of the "baffle wall"

(Pl« - XIV, - igure l) which Rhodes refers to. This was meant to divert the

me up so that the top portion of the chamber would be heated, while allowing

art of the flame to pass below and to the sides of the deflector to heat the

lower areas of the kiln.

Thv LI kiln was built, as were they all, on a base of dense fire—

III, Figure l), and, again, the 9" by H" cover was utilized.

odes, 2£. cit., p. 200.



. OF PLATE XIV

. L jure 1. Because of the need to have the chamber of the down-
dr . Lentical to the updraft ... er for comparative

poses, it became necessary to increase the depth by
. " in order to provide space inside the kiln, cut out-

side the ware chamber area, for the flame deflecting
brick.

Figure 2. By adding a brick to the front and back of the lid
used over the previous kilns, it was found that again

i 9" x 11" lid could oe used. Inasmuch as the lid
now covered a downdraft kiln, the opening through the
center of the lid was covered.



PLATE XIV

Figure 1

Figure 2
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. . Lndicatea how bhe 11" lid was centered ever the '-;.." c

ed in front and back as closures. The three ope

XV | Figure 1 provided :or flame pascage from kiln xo flue. Each space

ty 2V', the spaces being equally divided across the back wall of

leave the kiln through the interstices and enter the

are, of course, moving horizontally. To help turn the flames from

the - - vertical, the beveled pieces of insulating brio/: shown in

Pla - - ire 2 were incorporated at the back of the flue. The kiln was

without these beveled pieces and performance was noticea-

bet . y were in place. This is attributed to a stronger draft due ;c

ax the base of the flue since the flames were aided in their

of direction. Plate XVI, Figure I shows how the flue itself was con-

so as xo be auie to utilize the rear wall of the kiln for the front

he 9" jy 4" flue. An efficient height was determined during firings

bricks to the flue and observing the reaction of the pyrometer. A

. 32./' above the kiln floor seemed to give the best results.

functioning properly, a low pitched roaring sound was heard in the flue.

_s - ed in Plaxc XVI, Figure 2, and a xypical firing is

_rted in 3raph 3«

-e for all firings conducxed in

were: lid open time, 2.5 minutes; temperatu st,

277*5 F.; recovery — , 17.5 minutes. Seventy minutes of firing time produc

a te

>n be tvs id dowr kilns

-t ana ..-

.



EXPLANATION OP PLATE XV

Figure 1. The three openings allow the spent flames to leave the
kiln chamber and enter the flue from where they are
exhausted into the outside air. In so doing, they cause
a draft to pass through The kiln which promotes temper-
ature rise.

Pigare 2. As the flames leave the chamber and enter the flue they
must be turned from the horizontal to the vertical.
The wedge shaped bricks were devised to aid the change
of flame travel.



.



XVI

Figure 1

Figure 2



EXPLANATION OP PLATE XVI

Figure 1. because of the mortorless nature of construction, a

. ,c standing flue did not seem feasible . To inte

- flue with the kiln for the sake of cxabilitv, and

order to use a minimum number of bricks, xhe rear wall
of the kiln was made to serve as the front wall of xne

e 2. The completed ^s" x 13dg" x 10" downdraft kiln is shown.



EXPLANATION OF GRAPH 3

Th< ierformance line of the small dov;ndraft given in this graph

tc indicate, when compared to the performance line of the updraft.in Graph

2, that the downdraft is the more efficient of the two designs. Efficiency is

. nc in terms of temperature attained at the end of the firing

.., but also in terms of conserving heat during the early stages of the

the undraft presented in Graph 2 had risen to approximately 775

rees after the first ten minutes of firing, the small downdraft had achieved

1250 degrees.

Although the updrafts attained glaze melting temperatures inside zhe

criterion limit of ninety minutes, they did so more slowly xhan the downdrafxs.

The ability of the downdrafts to conserve more heat during the early stages of

the firing is seen to be a definite advantage inasmuch as glaze melting commenced

sooner, thus giving a longer time for the glaze melx to occur. This would seem

to assure a more thoroughly melted glaze and a more intimate combination of glaze

coloring oxides.
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"A

kiln for Iho sam< reason aa In Ihc previous dowi . be

>ws how the deflecting brick, Been from the roar, occupies the

front . ' oi' the kiln making the usable volume I3.
1

," x 13
;

1

;

" x iy. Seen in Plato

XVII, Figure 2 are several construction features. The fireport arrangement as

used on the updraft of similar volume was used in this kiln. The brick utilized

-
u o baffle ~-he flames is of the dense firebrick. Its dimensions are 24" x 2^"

x 9" and is known as a "soap." So that a portion of the entering flame could

reach the lower areas just behind the deflector, the deflector brick was raised

on five pieces of insulating brick measuring 1" x 1" x 2-;/'. This provided four,

1 1/8" spaces through which the flame could pass. Also seen in Plate XVII,

Figure 2 are the ports leading to the flue. Each space measured 1^' x 2^J
'

.

Illustrated in Plate XVIII, Figure 1, which is a view from the back looking

toward the front through the passages just described, is the method employed to

construct the flue. Keighx of the I'lue was determined experimentally by adding

bricks during the first firing. Final flue dimensions were 14" wide, 4"g" deep,

and 40^' nigh. Flue construction is seen in Plate XVIII, Figure 2. The lid

was made "ay compressing insulating bricks set on edge between two angle irons

~^y tightening the bolts spanning from one angle iron to the other. Each section

had two ^
J

' rods piercing the bricks. These ^" rods were tightened against the

angle irons and served to prevent sagging during the firings. While it func-

tioned satisfactorily as a cover for the kiln, it proved too heavy for easy

handling when the kiln was opened. The extra time required to remove and replace

it resulted in excessive open time which caused serious heat loss. Plate XIX

ia a view of the completed kiln. The performance is presented in Graph 4* All

6 5
... P. Green, "

•• Pocket Cat-, in
; , p. 94,



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVII

Figure 1. The greater width of the larger downdraft required a
wider reflecting brick. Flame passage to the lower
areas of the kiln was assured by the soaces provided
beneath the brick.

I _ ure 2. Essentially the same flue type was utilized here as in

the small downdraft. The three flame escape sorts arc
seen at the rear of the kiln.



XVII

Figure 1

Figure 2



EXPLi TION OF PLATS XVIII

Figure 1. A view into the flue from the back side shows details
of flue construct ion and the three ports explained
in Plate XVII, Figure 2.

-.re 2. Flue construction employed in the largest downdraft
kiln.



XVIII

Figure 1

VI

Figure 2



. . tAPII A

... .cc line of the I 3t dov;..

cc steeply as the line in Graph 3, it is, neverthelei

. . than the updraft given in Graph 2, seeming to reflect a

reater ability c. ... downdraft zo conserve heat, particularity

.
; 'ing.
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he following averaged data: lid open time, >..

>, 46O P; recovery time, 32 minutes. Th . _. sing

a 20 psi prccuure but was increased to 25 midway through the i'irir. -, and bo 30

Lst ten minutes. This schedule yielded I06O y. in seventy minutes .



r
;2

O. OF THE PI]

Soiv.c .- cj to the success of the problem in terms of kiln per-

formance can be made on the basis of the information presented in Table 2. The

- roc: ing the variable features of the kilns 1 performance, (Temperature

C Minutes, Average Temperature Increase Per 5 Minute Period, Average Lid-

n Time, Average Temperature Lost, and kecovery Time) was compiled from records

t duri Lg . firing for each kiln. The data given in each column of Tab]

2 expresses the averages taken of all the firings.

:n xhe 9" by 9" by 10" updraft is compared to the downdraft of

the same dimensions, it is immediately apparent that xhe downdraft is superior

in the important categories of Temperature After cj0 Minutes, Average Temperature

rease per 5 Minute Period, and Average kecovery Time. It should be noted

only area where the downdraft does not excel is in the Average Temper-

ature Lost. However, in its ability to recover Xhe temperature lost, the down-

draft more than compensates, since it recovers more temperature in less time

to xhe updraft.

Superiority for the larger downdraft over the larger updraft can be

claimed only in two categories: Temperature After 9^ Minutes, and Average Tem-

ature Increase per 5 Minute Period. Not only does the downdraft lose more

heat (nearly three times as much) as xhe updraft, but unlike the small down-

.'x, it requires nearly fifty percent longer xhan the comparable updraft to

recover the lost t mperature. The greater heat loss is attributed to the nearly

two times longer period of Lid Open Time, and this longer time period seems

mtable to xhe difficulty experienced in handling the large lid used to

cove-' the larger down kiln.

- single most critical aspect of designing the kilns was



ON OF .-.. -.

This is a tabulation of the various features of kiln designs ind

formances. The ri ht hand :'ive columns express averages which accru, r a

.or of firin

Lile the information is largely self-explanatory, it should be

noted "./.ax, except for the larger downdraft losing more temperature per 1_.

; and requiring more time to recover glaze melting temperature than the

comparable updraft, the downdraft designs are clearly the superior kilns.
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,.

. of the draft and the dependency of draft or. a

snees with the first i ifte, it can

icai made until the draft problem was solved t . our

bri ... end atop the lid (plate XI, Figure 2), thus forming a ^r.or: chimney.

at this point that over reducing ceased ;o be a ma -or proolem . I

ncr.ee of ooscrvirr; the effect _. iraft on kiln per. orrr.ar.ce , s\foee-

qucnt circulation proolems were much easier to hanalc, resulting ir -

ice from the kilns with less -rial and error search for solutions.

;her factor which seemed to facilitate proolem solvii is the

jocurc regulator and pressure lr.cicating ja'^;je to ire -.ropanc

.tion aeeured pressure uniformity throughout the firing and

provided a means w / the cxac; pressure of the gas supporting the f-arr.o

could oo uncurtained at a glance.

Also critical to - kiln desgn and performance, especially

v/hil~ the fi— i .;cre in pr . the addition of the Jter.

- re made to th , riue - uration, etc.,

Ffects .oon notec. temperature indicated by t]

. sally ~ e temp-

... ... one cou-..

-..e performance uy the way U he

gra — line rose or fell.

Phe kilns, \ four criter. . to

it Ion,

lility,

. .

r,



EXPLANATION 0? PLATE XIX

This illustrates the finished 13^"" * 18" x ly dov/n-

draft kiln.



PLA



re only partially filled the chamber, fc] >per

aickly and simply made by adding or remo , ...
; layers

ks.

Nc Lculties were experienced relative to the acquisition of

materia Ld equipment. Cylinders of propane, valves and gauges were avail-

able locally, as were the dense firebricks. Insulating firebricks and atmos-

.ors had to oe ordered from manufacturers, but presented no probleir

with availability or delivery. In terms of material costs, the dense firebricks

tely 2^0 each, while the insulating type were nearly 322 each,

reen seventy one and seventy two hours of firing were entailed in the problem

. an approximate cost of 22/ per hour.

While a kiln chamber of less than two cuoic feet may seem too small

for most kinds of firing, it is felt that the chambers were sufficient in ail

. - ses, both in terms of accommodating the ware and in the promotion of

n . firing. When the chamber did prove to oe too small to receive a large

form he kiln was easily enlarged. Determining to govern the horizontal dimen-

sions 'oy the 42" module seemed to hold brick waste to a minimum, inasmuch as

•.
; could be constructed with only full bricks and half bricks. It is specu-

lated that the rather favorable average of recovery times given in Table 2 was

an ad\ 2 accruing from the small chamber sizes since they present less wall

area and less volume to be heated than do larger kilns. This would seem to

reinforce the initial decision to limit the volumes to less than two cubic feet.

;r the problem of excessive reduction was overcome in the updraft

nt of the problem, the firing time criterion was met without undue diffi-

cult i - ble 2 indicates that both downdrafts, as well as the small updraft

3r limit of It - . -red by the fourth criterion in the nineiy

3 updraft attained 1800 F. at the ninety minute



5>s

.

.. than a science , som< Intuitive

roach, the writer fe Is ... . -or. she

. to him to oc the '.clue of the practical

Lence acci i . >m a pre such as the .... paper to re .^r:.

is bha opportunity to learn to judge —
color of the interior, or to evaluate the character of the interior

by the co ef the flames issuing from the flue, or to determin

kiln is firing from the sound of the d in the flue arc all w

jf - le >roblem, ana re -in to the writer in

Leal ex . ;tedly - ible and impossible ;c ^.e.e.e:c ...

concrel rms, they nevertheless seem to constitute a valid part *n-

.

In having satisfied me cri rid in view of the i

..... ..... I
-

tion search, the ...
. --.. justij

- concluded.



ESI3 POTTERY

;he following photo ls is meant to be r< -
..'.-

riter's work with clay, as well as to provide a visual record of

e melti ls accomplished by the kilns that gre

cted during the research firing phase of the problem,

bhe pot:, were fired in updraft kilns, and others were fired _.-.

Laze quality apparently remained the same.



PLATE XX

-arc 1.1 -built bottle, c:';er being glazed with an off-

..'- , ...... red .._xh roc copper oxi -.

(Ca. 3" W. x 7" H.)

» lightly
wi . jticK. Th nail ro;.aci w

d into the wet olay. Color rc:.a. rom
..

v
-janc.£e dioxide or. the pot before glazing.

.. j.." V.. x 3i
J

'
• •
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XXI

1 forrr. in-

i

overglaze to pro\ he cont
(Ca. 4" W. x /,." .

by rol] c] thi
.oes of the seam w(

a textural stamp into the soft clay. -

ite glaze v;as used, enough c the

i.ng perioc. impregnated the s] nder—fir
tze to yield the dark areas seen or. the surface.

(Ca. 3" W. x 7h
J

' H.)



PLATE XXI .

Figure 1

Figure 2



iXPLANATION 01-' PLAT& XXII

. i -ure 1. The line pattern was carved into the suri'ace o;' the

leather—hard clay h . the pot was rotating on the
wheel. Copper-bearing slip was brushed into the
incised areas and influenced the color of the glaze,

(Ca. 4" W. x 7" H.)

Figure 2. The dark areas of this small bottle were covered
with a glaze containing copper and cooalt. The
form was then completely dipped in the white glaze
seen about the neck. The two glazes interacted
during the melt to produce a variegated surface.
(Ca. 3" H. x 4" K.)



PLATE XXII

Figure 1

Figure 2



EXPLANATION Or' PLATU XXIII

. 1. The oody of this small, closed form was wheel-
thrown and xhe neck was added later by fusing a coil
of clay xo xhe top. The color resulted from train-
ing a dark blue glaze under the white glaze and
relying on fusion of the two to provide a paxxern
of soft contrast.
(Ca. 3" W. x 4" H.)

Figure 2. Somewhat larger than most o: xhe pottery presented
here, xhe pot was thrown, textured, while soft,
a fork, colored in the dark areas with xhe copper si- .

and over—glazed with a white glaze.
(Ca. 12" W. x 14" K.)



PLATE XXIII

Figure 1

Figure 2



EXPLANATION OP PLATE XXIV

Figure 1. The dark areas v;ere scratched through the white
glaze and then filled in with a copier-cobalt glaze
tich darkened during the smoking period to provide

the strong contract.
(Ca. l

:

>< W. x 7" H.)

Figure 2. The dark areas seen on this pot resulted frcrr. the
copper slip combining with the white glaze. The neck

s freely thrown, and the small textured area was
done by pressing a button of clay onto the soft set.

(Ca. 4" W. x %- " H.)



PLATE XXIV

^*

* x. * v

-^

Figure 1

» « m »^»^*^»»^»*^»»»» » » < » ^

!•>»»< »< '
«'—*^- * ++~*~*^

Figure 2



ON 01 PLATE XXV

Figure 1. Formed by hand from a thin slao of clay, the coxxle
was covered overall with a white glaze. The dark
rim resulted from brushing copper carbonate over

.e glaze.
(Ca. 4> W. x 6|" ...

;are 2. The bowl was freely thrown and footed by a :

of clay after the upper area was leather—hard. The
area of rim texture was pressed into the clay while
soft, and the color was gotten from copper slip
applied under the white glaze.
(Ca. 12" W. x 10§" K.)
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PLATE HV

Figure 2



EXPLANATION 0? PLATE XXVI

Figure 1. The lineal pattern was obtained by trailing a black
glaze over the white glaze.
(Ca. /,.." W. x \: x

...

Pi ire 2. After the — te glaze v;as applied to the interior,
the same .;laze was trailed in the pattern seen or. the

outside and covered with wax. When the dark blue
glaze of the outside was applied, it was repelled ~z>-j

the wax. and a strong contrast resulted.



TE XXVI

Figure 1

i
) > » mm*^$*mm m ' ^m^mum**m » « » .»*» ^» »-

e ?



EXPLANATION OF ?LAvE XXVII

Figure 1. Color on this wheel-thrown bowl resulted from slip
brushed into the pattern of the lowered areas. The
network of crazing was encouraged by rapidly cool

-

the pot after the smoking and then returning it to

the smoke so that carbon could darken the cracks

.

(Ca. 10"W. x 7" H.)

ure 2.

i . the copper glaze followed oy a complete cover
white glaze.

(Ca. 3" W. x 6> H.)



PLATE XXVII

116

Figure 1

gure 2



EXPLANATION Or1 PLATE XXVIII

Figure 1. The brushwork was done in copper carbonate under
-o white glaze.

(Ca. 3> W. x 8 » H.)

Figure 2. This bottle form was made on the wheel. Copper slip
s brushed on the pot while it was revolvin

on heel. The crazed network was formed by rapid
cooling.
(Ca. 9" W. x 12" H.)
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Figure 1
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APPENDIX



LlLd.

KILN PLA1

he kiln plans should be . ed as adjuncts to the ea .s

"body of the thesis. Interpretation will depend upon reference

of the hotographs and written descriptions given in the text.

Plan A refers to the larger of the two updrafts (13'jg" '>'- 13s" y- 15" ) i

Le the features of the larger downdraft (13~^J ' x 13" x 15") are given in Pier.

B.

In view of the modules governing construction (4>/" horizontally,

vertically), which would seem to make for relatively easy interpretation

of the plans, it was decided not to include dimensions in the drawings. The

scale used in preparing the plans was: 3 inches equals one foot.
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The thesis grew out of the writer':; regard Tor the Japanese Raku

pottery and ihc processes by which it is made and fired, ana represents an attempt

to accumulate data from which several kilns suitable for Raku firing could se

developed.

The tradition of Raku is rich and long, having originated in Japan

during the sixteenth century as an adjunct to the Zen-Buddhist ceremony of tea.

The tea ceremony, called cha-no-yu by the Japanese, symoolized the Zen concepts

of simplicity, austerity and restraint, and initially utilized the simple,

unassuming rice bowls of Korean peasants. Under the auspices of the shogun

Rikyu, an arbiter of taste in the tea ceremony of sixteenth century Japan, the

potter Chojiro began to produce ware expressly for the ceremony. Thus was begun

a tradition which is currently influential in American ceramics.

After reviewing the history of Raku, the thesis continues with a

presentation of the objectives of research, research techniques, results, and con-

clusions expressed in working drawings for two kilns.

Successful performance of the kilns to oe evolved was judged to oe

dependent upon the following criteria:

1. Portability . Because the kaku process is best suited to an out-

door environment, it was felt that, if the kilns were entirely

portable, they would be more serviceable. Portability was achi

largely because of the mortorless construction which fac es

assembling and dismantling. Propane gas in moveable cylinders

was selected to fuel the kilns, thus making the fuel supply

equally as portable as the kilns*

. . Accessibility ;.ic:'v. I .; . The writ ...

were to have praotioa plioation, th

ir construction would have to be readily t a



reasonable cost. Consequently, all components v/ere selected

from standard sources which are listed in the thesis.

3. Firing Chamber Dimensions . In order to facilitate a rapid tem-

perature rice, the chambers were not allowed to exceed four-

cubic feet. So as to preclude complicated assembling and dis-

mantling procedures, plus minimizing brick waste, all dimensions

were based upon the standard two and one half by four and one

half by nine inch kiln brick. Thus, the horizontal dimensions

were controlled by a four and one half inch module while the

vertical measurements were based upon a module of two and one

half inches.

4. Firing Time . In the interest of efficiency, ninety minutes of

firing time was allowed for the kilns to reach the 1750 degree

Fahrenheit temperature required to melt the glaze.

The kilns, judged by the foregoing criteria, as well as ~oy

their performance during many firings subsequent to the period

of research, seem to be successful and adequately suited to the

needs of the Raku potter.


